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Abstract- 

Traffic operation has a significant impact on energy consumption in metro lines
and thus it is important to analyze strategies to minimize it. In lines equipped
with Automatic Train Operation systems (ATO), traffic regulation system selects
one ATO speed profile on line among a preprogrammed set of optimized speed
profiles. Previous works only minimize the energy demanded by the train in
pantograph without considering energy savings measured at substations due to
regenerative energy in detail. The main objective of this work is to design optimal
ATO speed profiles of metro trains taking into account the energy recovered from
regenerative brake in order to minimize the net energy at substations. A model of
a train with an on-board energy storage device as well as a network model for
estimating the energy recovered by the train is presented. Different scenarios are
analyzed to assess the achievable energy savings due to possible investments such
as installing power inverters or storage devices and energy savings due to the
optimal design of ATO speed profiles are estimated. A real line of the Madrid
Underground has been considered obtaining comparative results to facilitate an
evaluation of the most advantageous scenario and possible investment.

Index Terms- Automatic train operation systems (ATO), ecodriving, energy
efficiency, metro, regenerative energy, storage device, traffic regulation, train
simulation.
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